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Hi. 

My name is Ravi Jayagopal. I’m the co
premier membership plugin and marketing automation platform for WordPress.

I am also the host of the “Subscribe Me” podcast 

And I recently launched a Podcast Player plugin at 

CoolCastPlayer is the prettiest podcast 
going to tell you about the 3 biggest 
podcast.  

But first… you might be wondering… why launch a podcast player plugin? Aren’t there too 
many plugins available right now? 

When I first launched my podcast back in September 2015, and wanted to publish my podcast 
feed and the episodes on my web site at SubscribeMe.fm, I quickly found out there's a huge 
need for a really good podcast player. 
downright UGLY - and that's capital U, capital G, capital L and capital Y. UGLY as 

And I did find one good looking podcast player, but it did not have some key features that I 
wanted. The design of the player was not very good, in that, it wasn't obvious that it was even a 
player. In fact, when doing the research for my plugin, because I was trying to find out what I 
was going to be up against if I did launch my plugin… I wanted to scope out the competition.
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And I went to the web sites of several big-name podcasters who were using this good looking 
plugin, and I was actively looking on their web site to see how they were using it. And I just 
couldn’t find it at all. I kept scrolling on their podcast pages up and down, and later, I realized, 
that the player was right there on the page, and I had been missing it the whole time, because 
it looked like a banner ad. It did not even look like a player - just a colorful banner. Like a 
headline graphic. 

Now, the biggest mindset that has helped me, and also hurt me, over the years, is that when I 
find a plugin or tool that I want to use in my business, and I find that the best of them have 
glaring holes in how they're designed or developed, then my mind starts spinning, and I start to 
wonder how I can create something better, and something that fits the needs of the market a 
lot better. 

And that's what led to me developing CoolCastPlayer.com. Not only is it optimally designed to 
get your web site visitor to both notice your player and click play on your podcast episode, the 
biggest feature by far, is the "Embed" feature. I call it, "Install Once, Embed Anywhere". More 
on that later, but let’s get into the meat of this report. 

4 BIGGEST PODCASTING MYTHS BUSTED 
MYTH #1: NEW & NOTEWORTHY IS GREAT FOR YOUR SHOW 

The hardest thing for a podcaster is the marketing of your podcast and getting new people to 
listen to your show. If someone tells you all you need to do get some traction is to get into 
iTunes' New and Noteworthy, then just laugh out loud and run away.  

(By the way, iTunes is now referred to as “Apple Podcasts”). 

My show stayed at the top of New & Noteworthy for my category, for an entire month. It was 
in the top 3 for most of the time, and moved between #5 and #10 for the remaining 8 weeks 
that your show gets on New & Noteworthy. It did diddly-squat for me – as in, it did NOTHING.  

If you listen to the biggest podcasting veterans out there, you will hear them all say the same 
thing. New & Noteworthy does very, VERY little for your show. And focusing your efforts on 
that, is, like Dave Jackson of SchoolOfPodcasting says, trading a dollar for a dime. Complete 
waste of your time. N&N is not a rank. It’s a curated list. And it’s very random. And it will do 
very little for your show. So forget about it and work on other things. 



MYTH #2: YOU SHOULD LAUNCH YOUR PODCAST WITH 8 EPISODES 

Do not launch with 3 episodes. Or 5. Or with 8.  

There is a big-name podcaster out there, and a few others as well, propagating this wrong 
information. Wrong and misleading. 

When someone subscribes to your show on their iPhone or on their desktop using Apple 
Podcasts, then Apple Podcasts app will ONLY download the latest episode.  

DO NOT be fooled into thinking that if you launch with 8 episodes, then a new subscriber will 
somehow result in 8 episodes. It won't.  

A new subscriber will only result in 1 download. And that is your latest episode.  

To hear the remaining 7 episodes, they would have to manually click on the little "Cloud" icon, 
and click "Download" in order to listen to your past episodes. So, when you launch with 8, you 
would have to make sure your 8th episode is pretty dang great, because that's the first one 
they're going to listen to.  

And as a new podcaster, if you launch with 8 episodes, your 8th episode is guaranteed to NOT 
be your best one, because guess what? Because you were following bad advice and launching 
with 8 episodes, it means that you created all 8 episodes together, in the span of a few days, or 
even in a week or two, but all done before you ever launched your show.  

Which means, you haven't heard your own episodes enough, you haven't gotten any feedback 
from your listeners, you haven't gotten the momentum of having been in the game long 
enough, you haven't been able to learn from your mistakes because you haven't even made any 
yet. You haven’t been able to down-play the negatives of your show and amplify the best parts, 
because you don’t know what those are yet.  

Let's say you want to learn tennis. You can't schedule 8 tennis lessons on the same day just 
because you want to learn quickly. Just because you play 8 times in one day doesn't mean 
you're going to get 8 times better in a day. You need practice. You need to go out and practice 
serving, and volleying – by yourself, with others. You need to watch tennis matches. You need 
to get in a few games with other people. You can NOT speed up the process – not if you want to 
do it right and have it stick with you for life. You can’t try to go out on 8 dates with the same girl 
on the same day just because you want to fast-forward the relationship – as with a lot of things 
in life, there are no shortcuts. 

When it comes to learning and honing your craft, or building relationships - which is what 
podcasting really is, about building a relationship with your audience - you simply cannot fast-



forward through it like you would fast forward through a commercial on your pre-recorded TV 
show. 

MYTH #3: YOU SHOULDN’T BE LAUNCHING WITH 1 EPISODE 

Again, it’s a myth, and I’m busting it right now. 

You should launch with just 1 episode. What this allows you to do, is it lets you put your best 
foot forward, and focus ALL of your energy, ALL of your time and effort and marketing on 
getting that ONE single episode out there, and getting the maximum number of people to listen 
to this one episode. 

Then let it sit for at a week - at the very least. THEN, launch the 2nd episode after a week.  

By this time, you would have gotten feedback about the 1st one, from your peers, from your 
friends, your social network, and your email list. And you would’ve gotten to hear your own 
voice and your own show multiple times. Yes, you may initially hate your voice, but you need to 
get over it and get over yourself. 

But listening to your own show repeatedly, at least in the beginning, will help you get an idea as 
to what's working what is not. And that will help you improve your 2nd episode.  

Then a week later, take the experience of producing your 1st and 2nd shows, and use THAT to 
produce your 3rd episode. Snowball your experience from each episode, into the next one.  

The biggest advantage of this staggered release of episodes – which I call episode-dripping, 
means that your show is certain to get better with each episode. And this time around, because 
you're picking up new subscribers with each episode, each time you release a new episode, 
Apple Podcasts will automatically download your latest episode on the phones and devices of 
ALL of your current subscribers. So you hit publish on your latest episode, and a couple of hours 
later, you can see that you've gotten a whole bunch of new downloads. And this subscription-
based downloads will keep increasing with each new episode published. And that feeling can be 
super exciting and really invigorating and inspiring for any new podcaster.  

So launching with more episodes all together, does not mean you will get more downloads at 
launch. Your latest episode will get the most downloads, and then from there, the drop off is 
really huge. Even now, when I launch a new episode, let's say in the first few hours, my latest 
episodes will get, say, 100 downloads. Then one of my older episodes - usually the previous 
one, will get about 20 downloads. That's like a 80% drop. And then the next highest one will be 
like 7 downloads. And it drops down to a trickle all the way to my old downloads, to just 1 or 2 



new downloads for the oldest ones. That's how big the drop-off is between the latest episode 
and the next highest one. 

EPISODE-DRIPPING LAUNCH 

If you must push through faster, then instead of launching with 8 episodes, here’s a really cool 
idea. 

Wait till you get to, say, 4 episodes in 4 weeks. And now, you have a full month of podcasting 
experience behind you. By this time, you have probably asked for - and gotten - a lot of 
feedback from your listeners, your social network and your email list.  

You have surely learned a lot about your own voice, the way you speak, what works, what gets 
your audience involved and excited, and so on. 

NOW is the time to drop the big hammer: Over the next 15 days, launch 5 new episodes. Never 
launch them all together. Launch 1 new episode every 4th day.  

And that will help you tremendously in exponentially increasing your downloads, because 
remember, when you stagger the episodes, you will get WAY more downloads, than if you 
launched them all together.  

So the increased downloads will help your show rise in Apple Podcasts’ overall rankings, and 
the momentum will help you take it to the next level. 

What that next level is, is entirely up to you. But this little strategy will help you 10 times more 
than the bad advice out there. 

MYTH #4: PROMOTE YOUR WEB SITE 

It is a complete waste of time, money and effort if you are promoting your Apple Podcasts or 
Stitcher link directly.  

It is the biggest wasted call to action. Apple Podcasts is really hard to navigate for those who 
are new to podcasts. The goal of your promotions should be to get the visitor to your web site 
and listen to your podcast episode right on your web site.  

I call this "2-Click Play".  

Click #1: Brings them to your web site.  

Click #2: Should be on your Play button 



There is simply no faster or more efficient way to get someone to listen to your podcast 
episode, than putting a online audio player on your web site.  

The first click is your audience or your friends or your social network, clicking on a link in your 
email, on Facebook, or on Twitter. Give a sneak-peek about the content of your episode, and 
they click on a link that brings them to your web site.  

Next, when they arrive there, they should be greeted by a podcast player that looks really good, 
looks like an audio player, and has a nice, large play button that is just begging to be clicked on. 
And their 2nd click should be on that play button.  

A few seconds later, they're off and away, listening to your show. And if they like it, you tell 
them on the show where to go to subscribe. And of course, you have a couple of beautiful 
buttons right below the player that tells them where to go to subscribe to your show.  

THAT is how you get the fullest bang-for-your-podcast-marketing-buck, and that is how you get 
more people in the door to listen to your show, so that they can then decide whether or not it 
is for them.  

THAT is how you grow your audience – by bringing them to your web site and have them 
quickly sample your show - and not by sending them directly to Apple Podcasts where most 
normal people will completely get lost. Especially if they’re new to Apple Podcasts or new to 
Podcasts. 

 

MORE BONUS MYTHS BUSTED 

If you go to http://PremiumPodcasting.com , I bust 2 more myths – and these 2 are probably 
the biggest myths when it comes to making money from your podcast.  

Myth #1: "You can earn a full-time living selling ads on your podcast as long as you build up a 
large enough audience." 

Myth #2: "If you have a large enough audience, then you can earn a great income using 
donations from your listeners." 

The video on the home page is one of the best videos I have ever created, in terms of content, 
value, education and bringing all of my experience with podcasting into one (hate to say the 
word) “Masterclass”. Really good stuff, even if I say so myself . So check it out at 
http://PremiumPodcasting.com . 

And finally… 



I took the last few years of podcasting experience and wrote an entire book about it. 

It’s titled…  

Confessions of a Wannabe PodcaSTAR: The Biggest Podcasting Myths Busted – 
and the Shocking Truths about Podcasting I Wish I Knew Before I Launched My 
Own Show  

Check it out at http://PodcastingConfessions.com . 
 

COOLCASTPLAYER: MAKES 2-CLICK PLAY EASY 

Here are some of the awesome features included in CoolCastPlayer.com, which I'm now 
officially labeling the Prettiest Podcast Player on the Planet.  

To see it in action, check out CoolCastPlayer.com, and you'll see both the episode player and 
the feed player demos. 

Here are some of its features... 

#1: It can play MP3 files hosted anywhere... like Libsyn, SoundCloud, Podbean, your own 
WordPress site, Dropbox, Google Drive, Amazon S3, PowerPress, BluBrry, etc. 

#2 It has an "Embed" feature. This allows your guests who you interviewed, and your web site 
visitors, simply grab a small piece of code from your web site, and then insert the episode - or 
even the entire feed - on their web site. This is similar to how you can grab the embed code of a 
youtube video and put it on a different web site. And if you remember, youtube grew big-time 
because of this viral feature. So allowing others to embed your show on their web site, will give 
your show a viral marketing aspect. 

Plus there's a whole bunch of other features: Like it's a WordPress plugin that is super easy to 
install, AND very intuitive to set up. Mobile Responsive: So it will look equally stunning on all 
screens. 

It works with PowerPress. It has social buttons and custom buttons to put below the player, it 
has a download icon and speed-it-up icon right on the player. You can fully customize the 
player colors to match your show's artwork or your web site colors. 

I just launched an entire online course about many more podcasting myths that I encountered 
during the creation of my own show, how I was able to charge $500 for an ad spot in my very 



first episode weeks before I ever even launched my show, and how I charged $250 for the 
second episode. Check it out at http://PremiumPodcasting.com . 

I will be including tips of podcast monetization, podcast marketing, podcast calls-to-action, 
tools, tips & tricks I use to improve my work-flow each week, and many more things that no 
one really talks about, not even the people teaching about podcasting get too detailed into 
these things, because it’s easier for most of these folks to talk about gear and technology and 
simply say “do a great show and be patient”, rather than tell you the exact steps to take to 
build your show quickly and efficiently. 

And this online course will be free if you buy CoolCastPlayer during the beta phase. So check 
CoolCastPlayer.com to see if it is still listed in the bonus section of the sales page. 

I also have another report called “Entrepreneur’s Podcast Studio” that I will send you in a few 
days. Again, for free. Absolutely no charge. 

And that report shows you the exact gear I use for my own podcast. Not 7 different options, but 
exactly what I use, and maybe an extra option. That’s it! And that’s how reports should be. 

Also, don’t forget to check out my podcast at http://SubscribeMe.fm . 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me via the contact-us form at 
http://SubscribeMe.fm . 

 
Cheers! 

Ravi Jayagopal 

- Podcast: SubscribeMe.fm 
- Player: CoolCastPlayer.com  
- Course: PremiumPodcasting.com 
- Book: SubscribeMe.fm/book/ 
- Community: SubscribeMe.fm/group/ 
- Plugin: DigitalAccessPass.com 
-  


